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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
The excel screen

The screen opens in its own application window. The excel workbook 
window is positioned within the application window. The workbook window is 
the excel document window which has the tile book1 when Excel is first 
launched. There can be more than one workbook window open within an 
application window.

A workbook is an Excel file. One workbook is stored in one file on disk. 

A workbook may consist of one or more sheets and several sheets can be 
placed in a workbook. Normally a new worksheet contains 3 worksheets. Only 
one sheet in a workbook is visible in the workbook window at a time. 
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Title Bar :

The colored bar that appears at the top of the Excel window. It displays the 
name of the workbook (By default – Book 1) and application (i.e. Excel ). 

Title bar also contains minimize button, restore/maximize button and close 
button.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
The excel worksheet :A worksheet is divided into rows and column. 

A letter is assigned to every column. A worksheet consists of 16384 columns. 
Columns letters from A to XFD are given to the worksheet columns. The last 
column is XFD.

There are 1,048,576 rows in a worksheet. A number is assigned to each row, 
The row numbers are from 1to 1,048,576.

The intersection of a row and a column is called a cell. Each cell is assigned a 
unique address, called the cell reference. The column letter followed by the 
row number is the cell reference for a cell. 

For example, the cell at the intersection of column E and row 5 has reference 
E5. The currently selected cell is known as the active cell.  A rectangular 
border with a square in the lower right hand corner surrounds the active cell. 
This border is called the cell selector. 
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Office Button:

The button at the left corner of the screen is called as the office button. It has 
many important commands and options such as:  New, Open, Save, Save as…, 
Print, Close, Excel Options, Exit Excel 

Formula Bar: 

The formula bar is a white bar, below the ribbons. It is used for entering and 
editing data and editing functions and formulae

Status Bar:

The status bar, across the bottom of the screen displays different information 
at different times. At the right normal, page layout, page break preview and 
zoom icons are present.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Sheet Tab Bar:    This bar is displayed above the status bar. The right part 

contains the horizontal scroll buttons. The left part displays the sheet names and 
icons for insert sheet, arrows for next sheet, previous sheet.
Quick Access Toolbars:

This toolbar is seen next to the office button. User can place more buttons 
which are used regularly. 
Ribbons

Ribbons are the tabs that show different commands.
There are seven ribbons: 

Home, Insert, Page Layout, Formulas, Data, Review, and View.
By holding mouse over an icon, a helpful hint will appear to show the use of that 
command. Clicking on the icon will apply that command. Any icon on the ribbon 
with down arrow possesses other options and sometimes a dialog box. There is a 
small box   at the down right corner of some group, it uses to open the dialogue 
box of that group.   
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information

Home Ribbon 

It shows basic formatting options/groups such as:

Clipboard, Font, Alignment, Number, Styles, Cells and Editing. 
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Insert Ribbon:  The Insert ribbon allows the insertion of any object. It has the 

following options:  

Tables, Illustrations, Charts, Links and Text. 

Page Layout Ribbon

This ribbon contains commands corresponding to properties of pages. 

Themes, Page Setup, Scale to Fit, Sheet Options, Arrange.

Formula Ribbon:

This ribbon contains commands corresponding to formula or function. It has 
the following options/groups:

Insert Function, Function Library, Defined Names, Formula Auditing, 
Calculation.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Data Ribbon:   This ribbon contains commands corresponding to the creation, 
modification and managing databases. It has the following options/groups:

Get External Data, Connection, Sort and Filter, Data Tools, Outline.

Review Ribbon:   This ribbon contains commands corresponding to proofing of 
data, protection of sheet etc. It has the following options/groups:

Proofing, Comments, Changes.

View Ribbon:     This ribbon contains commands corresponding to worksheet 
view. It has the following options/groups:

Workbook Views, Show/Hide, Zoom, Window, Macros.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
DATA TYPES and its ENTRY 

There are four types of data in Excel.

( 1 )   TEXT

Character entries and the entries that excel cannot recognize are treated as 
Text entries. By default the text is left justified but if required you can change 
the justifications to Centre or Right

In order to make data entry in a particular cell.

Click with the mouse on the cell or use arrow keys to reach the cell say A10

Start typing data it appears in the formula bar and in the active cell.

Press enter
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
( 2 )NUMBERS:

Thus number can include numeric characters from 0 to 9 and any of the 
following special character.

+, - , 0, /, $, %, E, e

Numbers are typed directly. For example, you can type 12.1457, -11.5, 10, -50 
etc. By default numbers are right justified. 

Numbers can be entered with different formats. For example general, number, 
currency, scientific, text or accounting and fractions.  
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
( 3 ) Dates and Time:    By default date and time is right justified. Separator in 

date is either a dash (-) or a slash (/).   Separator in time is a colon. 

Date can be entered in the format of mm/dd /yy

( 4 )FORMULAS / FUNCTIONS 

Formulas establish relationship between two or more cells. If you want to 
add the values in cells E7 and E8 and put the result in cell E9, click at cell E9 
and type = E7 + E8 and press Enter. The formula =SUM(C5:C15) yield the sum 
of all values in the range of cells C5 through C15.

Formula always start with an equal to (=) sign. The answer of the formula is 
displayed in a cell whereas the formula is displayed at the ‘Formula Bar’

To edit the formula move cell pointer on the cell containing the wrong 
formula, click the formula bar , make necessary changes and press enter key.   
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
OPERATORS

Arithmetic Operators: Arithmetic operators are used to performs basic 
arithmetic operations.

Operator Meaning Example Result

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication

/ Division =20/3 6.666667

% Percentage =200*20% 40

^ Exponentiation =20^3 8000
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Quick Ways To Add Data :

Following are some of the quick ways to add in a worksheet:

(1) Auto complete: This feature helps to enter repetitive data quickly and 
consistently. When you type first few letters of any entry in to a cell, Excel can 
complete the entry automatically using an option known as Auto complete. In 
such a situation, 

( 2 ) Auto Correct :

This feature automatically replaces a word it finds by using built-in list. 

It is helpful foe commonly misspelled word such as “tihs” for “this”, 
“accidant”  for “accident” etc. 
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
( 3 ) Auto Fill:

Filling up the values in the cell automatically is called as Auto Fill. 

e.g. Sunday, Monday ….. or jan, feb, mar…… etc. 

Theses lists are called as auto fill lists. They are in built in Excel. 

To fill the cell with these entries, fill handle is used.

( 4 ) Custom List:

A Auto fill list created by the user is called as the custom list.

To create a list MAH, GUJ, RAJ, MADHYA, PUN, KAR, TAM 

( 5 ) Auto Fit :

If the entries in the column are of different width and user isn’t know exactly 
the width of the column, then the Auto Fit facility is used. 
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Range:

Range is the group of rectangular cells. Range is always indicated by the 
diagonally opposite corner cells separated by colon mark (:)

A entire column, part of column, entire row, part of row, a single cell or a 
whole worksheet is considered as a range. 

Generally range is stated by the upper left corner cell and lower right corner 
cell  (separated by ( : ) ) of the rectangular box. 

e.g.  B2 : E7,  C3:C8-part of column, A4:A8- part of the row. A6:A6- A single 
cell.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Inserts Cells / Rows /Columns:

Insert Entire Row / Column:

( 1 ) Select the row ( / column ). 

( 2 ) Place mouse on the selected row (/ column) header area and right 
click.

( 3)  Select Insert option.

A blank row (/ column) is inserted above (/before) the selected row ( / 
column). 
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Moving Data :

The entered data can be moved or copied to anywhere to other Excel files 
and even to files of other application. To move the data,

( a) Select the desired cells.

( b) Select  Home tab → Clipboard group → Cut option. 

(with keyboard-- Ctrl + x , with mouse – right click → Cut option.)

( c) Click on the first cell from destination.   

( d) Select  Home tab → Clipboard group → Paste option. 

(with keyboard-- Ctrl +v , with mouse – right click → Paste option.)
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Coping data:

To copy the data,

( a) Select the desired cells.

( b) Select  Home tab → Clipboard group → Copy option.

(with keyboard-- Ctrl + c , with mouse – right click → Copy option.)

( c) Click on the first cell from destination.   

( d) Select  Home tab → Clipboard group → Paste option. 

(with keyboard-- Ctrl + v , with mouse – right click → Paste option.)
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
FINDING AND REPLACING DATA

Command: HOME MENU →FIND AND SELECT under Editing group →FIND

Use: It is used to find the word in the worksheet

Find what: Enter the information that you want to search for. 

Find Next: Searches for the next occurrence 

Replace

Command: HOME MENU →FIND AND SELECT under Editing group →REPLACE

Use: It is used to replace the word in the worksheet

The Replace tab has the same options as the Find tab.

Replace with: Type the replacement characters that you want to use to 
replace the characters. 
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
Formatting: 

There are many ways of formatting data in Excel 2007. If you are on the 
dialogue box launcher, either in Font or Alignment or Number group on Home 
ribbon.

Following formatting cell windows will appear having six options:

( 1  ) Number Format:  

Changes the display format of numeric values in the range. i.e.     

How many digit after the decimal point, thousand separator (,) (Yes / No), 
negative number in bracket (yes /no), currency prefix etc.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
( 2) Alignment : FORMAT CELLS: Alignment dialog box

Three types of horizontal alignment for the text i.e. left, right and centre align 
Three types of vertical alignment for the text i.e. top, center and bottom. 

( 3) Font option : To change the font, font style, size, font color, superscript, 
and subscript. They are also available under Font group into HOME tab.       

( 4) Border option:  With this option you can draw a border around the 
perimeter of a selected range of cells in a worksheet  You can select from a 
variety of border styles and colors. 

5) Fill Option:

This option is used to apply background shading, pattern color and pattern 
style to a range of cells on worksheet.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
File Operations

The following are the options of the Office button.

(  1) New:    It is used to create a new workbook. The commands are,

Office Button → New → Blank Document → Create. 

( 2) Open:   This option is used to open an existing workbook. 

Office Button → Open  

Then an Open dialogue box will appear. Select name of the drive, folder in 

Look in text box, file name etc.
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Creating and Navigating Worksheets and Adding Information
( 3) Save As.. : This option is used to save a workbook first time. 

The commands are as under,

Office Button → Save As…     Enter hare Name of Workbook, location etc

( 4) Save : This option is used to save a workbook. 

Note: By default, Excel stores the workbook in My Document with Book1 
name.

( 5) Close: This option is used to close a current workbook.

( 6) Excel Options : This is very important option used for setting the excel 
default values.

( 7) Exit: This option is used to close the Excel window. 
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Multiple Worksheets
Creating and Linking Multiple Worksheet:

When we create a new workbook (file), Excel gives you multiple pages within 
that workbook called worksheets. By default, there are 3 worksheets named 
Sheet1, Sheet2 and Sheet3 in any new workbook but we can add more 
worksheets. 

( 1) Moving Between the Worksheet:

The sheet name appears on a tab at the bottom of a worksheet, called as 
Sheet Tab.  

To select a sheet, click mouse button on the desired sheet.
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Multiple Worksheets
( 2) Worksheet Names:

By default Excel assigns sheet1, sheet2 and so on to worksheet in the 
workbook. To change  names -Double click the mouse on the sheet tab. ( or 
Right Click the mouse, select Rename) Type the desired name for the sheet. 

( 3) To Move / Copy a Worksheet:

( 1) Select the sheet.

( 2) Right click a mouse button and select Move or Copy option 

( 3) By default, in the To Book text box, a name of current workbook is 
displayed. 

In the before sheet box, click the sheet before which you want to insert the 
moved or copied sheet.      ( 4)Click at ok button.
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Multiple Worksheets
( 4) To Insert a Worksheet : 

( 1 ) Select a sheet.   ( 2) Place mouse pointer on sheet tab and right click. 

( 3) Select Insert… option. An Insert dialogue box will appear.

( 4) Select Worksheet. Press on OK tab.

( 5) To Delete a worksheet:

( 1 ) Select a sheet.  ( 2) Place mouse pointer on sheet tab and right click. 

( 3) Select Delete… option.

( 6) To Hide a Worksheet:

Right Click on desired sheet tab and select hide option.
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Multiple Worksheets
Header and footer to workbook:

Header: Excels default header name is the sheet name. 

Footer: Excels default footer is the page number. 

Page Breaks:

Excel automatically inserts a page breaks. 

Print Preview:

Before sending anything to print, it is always better to preview how you will 
get it on the paper. For this purpose Print Preview option is used.
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Multiple Worksheets
Creating Formula:    

To perform the mathematical operations or the functions, instead of taking 
the values in Excel, the respective cell references are taken. Whenever the 
values are changed, the formula is recalculated automatically. 

The formula is always begin with ‘equal to’ ( = ) sign. To display the formula 
in the cell, double click or press F2 key. 
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1 Item Quantity Price Total Price

2 Pen 8 20 =B2*C2

3 Pencil 5 4

4 Eraser 3 3



Multiple Worksheets
Relative, Absolute and Mixed References:

Relative References:   If relative reference is used in a formula and the formula 
is copied to another location then row as well as column can change. In 
relative reference no $ sign is used

Absolute References In absolute reference two $ signs are used, one before 
the column and one before the row. Example $A$1.

Mixed References: If mixed reference is used in a formula and the formula is 
copied to another location then either row can change or column can change, 
but both will not change together. In mixed reference only one $ sign is used, 
either before the column or before the row. Example $A1 (or) A$1.
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Functions in excel 
Introduction: 

An Excel functions are pre written formulae that accept one or more value or 
values perform some operations and return a value or values in a cell. 

An function must begin with equal to ( = ) sign.

Argument: In order to execute a function some value is required to be passed 
to that function. The value may be single or series. This value is called an 
argument. An argument can be:

( 1)Constants: It can be numeric, string or date.

( 2)Cell or Range of Cell: e.g. B2 or E3:G5

( 3)Name: Name assigned to a cell or range of cell.

( 4)Function: A function can be nested into another function. 
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Functions in excel 
Types Of Functions: 

We have following six types of functions. 

(  I ) MATHEMATICAL and STATISTICAL  FUNCTIONS:

( 1) Round( ) :  This function rounds a number to a specified number of digits. 

Syntax:             Round(number, num-digit)

e.g. =Round(7382.618,1) returns  7382.6  =Round(7382.618,0) returns  7383

( 2) Rounddown( ) :  This function rounds a number down i.e. towards zero.

( 3) Roundup( ) :  This function rounds up away from zero.

( 4) Ceiling( ): This function returns the number up to the nearest integer or to 
the nearest multiple of the significance. 
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Functions in excel 
( 5) Floor( ):  Rounds a number down i.e. towards zero, to the nearest 

multiple of significance.

( 6) Int( ):  It rounds number down to the nearest integer.

( 7) Max( ):   This function returns the maximum value in a list of an argument.

( 8) Min( ):  This function returns the minimum value in a list of an argument.

( 9)Mod( ): This function returns the reminder after division. 

( 10) Sqrt( ):  This function returns positive square root of the positive 
argument.

( 11)Abs( ): This function returns the absolute value of an argument. ( i.e. the 
number without it’s sign).
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Functions in excel 
( 12)Average( ): This function returns the average value (arithmetic mean) of 

its argument.

( 13) Sum( ):  This function returns the sum of its argument.

( II) FIANANCIAL FUNCTION:

( 1) PMT():  Calculates the repayment for a loan based on a constant payment 
and a constant interest rate. 

( 2)PPMT( ):  This function returns the payment on the principal for a given 
period for an investment based on periodic, constant payment and a constant 
interest rate.

( 3)IPMT( ): This function returns the interest payment for a given period for 
an investment based on periodic, constant payment and a constant interest 
rate. 
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Functions in excel 
( 4) NPER( ):

This function returns number of periods for an investment based on periodic, 
constant payments and a constant interest rate.

( 5) RATE( ):

It is used to find interest rate for an investment based on periodic, constant 
payments.

( 6)PV( ):

This function is used to find present value of an investment. 

( 7)  FV( ):

This function is used to find future value of an investment.
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Data Analysis 
SORTING DATA 

Sorting means arranging the data in a sequence, either alphabetically, or 
chronologically, or numerically. Soring can be ascending (increasing) or 
descending (decreasing) order

1. Select the list / range.

2. Select DATA Tab → SORT and FILTER Tab → Sort Tab.

3. Select “ My Data has headers “ .

4. Select desired column heading in Sort By text box.

5. Select order as A to Z  or  Z to A as required. 

6. If you want to sort the data according to second column, click on Add Level 
and follow the steps 4 and 5. 
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Data Analysis 
SUBTOTALS

When there is a repetition of some field value in the data, data can be stored 
on that field and subtotals of related fields for that group can be calculated. 

Note:  Fields to be grouped for subtotals must be sorted before subtotals

Steps:  ( i) Select the entire data. ( with headings) 

( ii) Select  Data Tab → Outline group → Subtotals option.

It displays following options:

At each change in:  Here field name where there is repetition of values is to be 
selected.

Use Function  : Click on Sum.

Add Subtotal to:  Mark the check box in front of desired numeric field.       
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Data Analysis 
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Data Analysis 
( 2) PIVOT TABLES: 

This table is used to rearrange the data in a worksheet in a meaningful way. 
Rows and column are arranged differently in order to generate a new table. 
Pivot tables evaluate, summarizes the data as specified by the user. 
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